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Chapter 1
Preface

From the technical inventions on the realm of computer-ingeneering, new pos-

sibilities for the design of computer-icons have arised. These new possibilities 

mirror themselves very well in the fundamental changes, which have been 

undertaken by the California based Apple Computer Inc. concerning the new 

icon sign-system and the residual structuring of the interface.

The new design language which is used in the Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

of Apple Computer Inc. new Mac OS X Operating System differs from earlier 

versions in a large amount of aspects. There is a big shift in the look and 

feel from the classic¹ operating system (OS) which was introduced around 

20 years ago with the LISA and one year later with the Macintosh computer. 

No major changes have been introduced concerning the appearance of the 

GUI since then. The necessity for the user to learn or understand new entities 

has been a result of the implementation of new technologies like the internet 

and other multimedia requirements. Although the system was in a steady 

development process to adapt to those new technologies, it has never left 

the design-principles aside which were established 20 years ago. All the rules 

and laws of efficient GUI design were written down in the well-known »Apple 

Human Interface Guidelines«. There has been no new metaphorical imagery, 

no new signs for the applications and tools with which users were familiar and 

therefore users only had to learn the imagery once. At the beginning of 2001 

Apple introduced their new OS, which is called Mac OS X². 

There are dramatic changes in the look and feel in every part of the system. 

There is hardly anything which was kept the old way. One of the most relevant 

changes for users is the way icons are presented. Although the classic system 

was only able to have bulky, easy colored and small icons, OS X has the ability 

to display fully colored, photorealistic, and large sized icons. This difference 

in design, the difference between reduced iconological icons and the new 

photorealistic icons with its´ eventual effects for the understandability are the 

object to our research. 

¹ Mac OS 9 and earlier

² A Unix derivate developed 10 years ago at NeXT with a GUI ontop called Aqua
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Structure of the Documentation: A Rough Draft

The first two chapters of the documentation both describe and compare the 

appearance of the classic and the new Mac OS systems. The claims on us-

ability have always been held high by Apple Computer. We are having a closer 

look at the Apple philosophy on user-friendlyness and icon design-principles 

which are phrased in the Apple Human Interface Guidelines (Apple XXXX and  

XXXX). 

This leads us to our web-based survey on icon-recognition, which is de-

scribed in the third chapter. With this research we tried to find out, if Apple 

has reached or improved their high aimed claims by the changes in the icon 

imagery and the mode of its’ representation. The following chapter docu-

ments the evaluation process we undertook with the incoming data packages 

and puts the results in correlation to each other. The last chapter extracts 

the consequences that arise for designing a new icon-set for the use within a 

desktop-surrounding according to our survey and information gathered in the 

specialized press.

(On the basis of the concentrated knowledge from the previous research and 

some additional theoretical framework we devellop our own design proposals 

in Chapter 6.)
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Chapter 2
The Desktop-Metaphor

2:1:Precursors of the Macintosh Computer and their Interfaces

Introduction of GUI development

This is a short introduction in the historical development of graphical com-

puter userinterfaces. To know what results, and how these results were 

achieved, is a very major importance to understand the development process 

of a user interface (UI). If a developer of a UI does not know the history of UI 

Research & Development (R&D), he runs the risks of repeating flaws, which 

were done in past times. 

One of the main forces behind the development of a GUI was, to use comput-

ers to enhance the humain intellect. Dough Engelbart¹ (on of the earlier com-

puter pioniers) sad, that computer should be used to help to work on complex 

problems and deliver fast and reliably results. To deliver correct results of 

complex tasks, with the help of a electronic maschine, it is importante to 

analyse how humains resolve complex problems. Some of these points Dough 

Engelbart listet are:

• Humains created devices with hum they can work and manage informa-

tion. Examples are typewriter, pens, folders and papers.

• Humains use language to communicate and to definate and classify 

circumstances.

• Humains developed strategies, methodes and procedures to accomplish 

there goals.

Engelbarts intention was it to support the trained humain with his devices, 

language and methodes. In the NLS² Sytsem (OnLine System) he integrated 

some of his ideas. NLS was the first mouse based system. Application could 

be used simultaneous and are viewable at the same time through the use of 

onscreen windows. 

Years later at the XEROX PARC (Palo Alto Research Center) engineer de-

veloped the Alto and the Star computer. This was the birth of the desktop 

metapher. The working surface was developed to look like a desktop. Docu-

¹ Born xxxxxx

² NLS xxxxx
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ments could be moved and arranged on the desktop. Several documents 

could be collected in folders or deleted in the trash. To work with this kind of 

methaphor, physical tools and objects had to be designed to be used on the 

screen. In the mid 70’s and early 80’s technology only could offer monochrom 

display and low resolutions. Because of these restrictions, it was and still can 

be difficult to express something definite. 

History of GUI development

The following pages describe the history of GUI design on the basis of the 

most widly available UI systems. The list of samples is not complete, but it 

gives a good view of the main developments in history. All samples use the 

desktoph methaper as their concept of interaction.

Dough Engelbart NLS

1967 Douglas Engelbart receives a patent on his X - Y Position Indicator, later 

nown as »the mouse«. He publicly demonstrates the mouse one year later on 

the NLS Online System. He also demonstrated video conferencing, hyperme-

dia and network computing on his NLS Online System.

 XEROX Alto

1974 Xerox decides to build a personal computer to be used for research 

which will be called the Alto -- the first work station with a built-in mouse for 

input. The Alto stored several files simultaneously in windows, offered menus 

and icons, and could link to a local area network¹. Although Xerox never sold 

the Alto commercially, it gave a number of them to universities. 

XEROX Star

1981 RANK-XEROX - Intel and Digital are releasing (in combination) the Xerox 

Star 8010, nick named “The Office”. “This was the system that launched a 

thousand innovations” will be said later on. It is the first commercial computer 

with Windows, Icons, Mouse and Pull-down menu’s also called WIMP. This 

means an enormous leap forward in terms of user friendliness and the interac-

tion of Human-Machine.The STAR did not become a success simply because 

of its price and size. WIMP is later known as GUI – Graphical User Interface. 

Steve Jobs, CEO of Apple Computer and some engeniers got the chance to 

see how the STAR worked - all of them where overwhelmed by the GUI.

Apple LISA

1 later known as Ethernet Network Interface



NSL
Dough Engelbart intodruces the mouse and demonstrates
hypermedia and video conferencing on the NSL system.

Alto
Xerox builds a new
research workstation
called the ALTO. It offers
windows, icons, mouse
and pull-down menue's.

Star
Xerox releases the Star 8010, the first commercial computer
with a WIMP environment, later known as GUI.

LISA
Apple introduces the
LISA, the companies first
attemp to the proffesional
GUI market.

Macintosh
The Apple Macintosh is released. The Macintosh is the
first big comercial sucess of a GUI system. The
interface is completely graphical orientated.

GEOS
Berkeley Software releases GEOS.

GEM
Digital Research brings GEM to the market.

Amiga Workbench
Amiga the first real multimedia computer.

Atari ST
Atari releases a special version of GEM as there GUI system.

RISC OS
Acorn releases the RISC OS.

Windows 1.0
Microsoft ships the first version of Windows. It only
offers rudimentary pointing and clicking, and it is not
very successful on the market.

Windows 2.0
Second version of Windows.

Windows 3.0
Third version of the Windows GUI.

Windows 3.1
Last and most popular version of the Windows line.

Macintosh OS 7
The first big renewal of the Macintosh GUI.

Macintosh OS 8
The last big change of the classic interface from Apple.

Macintosh OS X
Apple adapts the NeXTstep system and develops a new
look and feel, called the Auqa interface.

NeXTstep
NeXTstep never gained a big market share inspite a
really cool concept and a straight forwarded interface.

OS/2
IBM's first developement of a GUI system.

OS/2 Warp
Final OS/2 version of IBM.

Windows 95
Microsoft releases Windows 95. The systems look and
feel is a major improvement and a big success.

Windows 98
Microsoft releases Windows 98. Integrated web
browsing gives your desktop a browser like interface.
Every content, eaven on the loval computer is viewed
in a browser style.

Windows ME
Microsoft releases
Windows ME, short for
Millenium edition, which
is aimed at the home user.

Windows XP
Microsoft releases Windows XP, the latest version of
their Windows OS. It is intended to bring both the
NT/2000 series and the Windows 95/98/ME series

BeOS
Be releases the BeOS. The GUI is a mixture of Mac,
Windows and NeXTstep.

KDE
A very common Desktop UI for Linux systems.

X Window
Client - Server architecture

Solrais
Sun releases the Solaris OS.

Windows NT 3
Microsoft's platform of
choice for high-end
systems.

Windows NT 3.5
Updated version of the NT platform.

Windows NT 4
Another updated version of the NT platform OS.

Windows 2000
Microsoft updates the NT line. The next generation OS
will be a combination of the NT line and the consumer
line.

OpenStep
NeXTstep never gained a big market share inspite a
really cool concept and a straight forwarded interface.

1967 1974 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 19871986 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

OS/2
IBM's first developement of a GUI system.
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1983 Apple introduces the Apple LISA (Largely Integrated Systems Architec-

ture). LISA is the successor of the Apple II and is the first PC that is based on 

a WIMP environment (Window, Icons, Mouse and Pull-down menus). 

This machine is marketed for the professional market, and because of the high 

retail the computer did not became a success.

Apple Macinatosh

1984 The Apple MacIntosh is introduced. The user interface is completely 

graphical orientated and is controlled by a mouse. Many techniques of the 

predecessor Apple LISA are integrated in the design of the Macintosh. The 

Macintosh is the first big comercal sucess of a GUI system.

GEOS

1984 Berkeley Softworks released GEOS, an add-on GUI for the Commodore 

64 and the Apple II, it was reborn on the PC in November 1990 as GeoWorks 

Ensemble.

GEM

1985 GEM from Digital Research, brings  a user environment from the family 

of Macintosh and earlier software products that ran on the Xerox Star to the 

PC and other computers. GEM uses icons as well as text to get messages 

across.

Commodore Amiga OS 

1985 Commodore takes over a small developer company called Amiga. 

Later in the year Commodore lunches the Amiga 1000. The Amiga caused an 

enormous shock among the users. The computer is so advanced for its time, 

it integrated almost everything: Video, graphic and sound chips. Also external 

sound and video sources could be connected to this machine. The operating 

system of the Amiga was very advanced for its time: multi tasking environ-

ment, graphical user interface. Looking back in time you could say that the 

Amiga was the first Multi Media computer.

 

X-Window

1985 The X Window System permits a user sitting at one machine to run 

programs on a remote machine but still interact with the program locally. X is 

in effect one way for different systems to interface with each other. It will let a 

program run on one computer and yet display its output on another computer, 

even when the other computer is of a different species. The program will dis-

play its output on the local machine, accept keyboard and mouse input from 
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the local machine, but will execute on the CPU of the remote machine.

MS Windows Version 1

1985 Microsoft ships Windows 1.0. The interface allows rudimentary point-

ing and clicking. Although several companies had raced to develop point-

and-click interfaces, in the end, they cede the victory to Microsoft. However, 

Windows doesn’t catch on widely until the introduction of Windows 3.1 in 

March 1992.

IBM OS/2 

1987 IBM announced OS/2 which was co-developed with the help of Micro-

soft. Because of a dispute between IBM and Microsoft, Microsoft discon-

tinued their partnership with big blue and started to develop there Windows 

Operating System.

NeXTstep

1988 The NeXT computer is being introduced after two years of research and 

developed by Steve Jobs (one of the developers and  inventors of the APPLE 

computer). Almost 14 years later the NeXT OS is the foundation for the new 

Apple Mac OS X. NeXTstep never gained a big market share inspite of having 

a really cool concept.

MS Windows  Version 3

1990 Window 3.0 has become a GUI (Graphical User Interface)  which adapts 

automatically to the built-in CPU and memory.

Macintosh OS 7

1991 After a long wait for the users, Apple launches OS7. Herewith a big leap 

has been made. Similar to MS-DOS many optional which had to bought be-

fore separately, are now included.

MS Windows Version 3.1

1992 Microsoft ships Windows 3.1, which will become the most popular ver-

sion of Windows until the release of Windows 95. Windows 3.1 is viewed as 

a major improvement over earlier versions of Windows, originally released in 

1985.

 

Windows NT 3

1993 this was Microsoft’s platform of choice for high-end systems. It is 

intended for use in network servers, workstations and software development 
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machines; it will not replace Windows for DOS. While Windows NT’s user 

interface is very similar to that of Windows 3.1, it is based on an entirely new 

operating system kernel which is based on Unix.

Windows NT 3.5

1994 Provides OLE 2.0, improved performance and reduced memory require-

ments. Windows NT 3.5 Workstation replaces Windows NT 3.1, while Windows 

NT 3.5 Server replaces the Windows NT 3.1 Advanced Server.

MS Windows 95

In August 1995 Microsoft releases Windows 95. A 32-bit system providing full 

pre-emptive multitasking, advanced file systems, threading, networking and 

more. Includes MS-DOS 7.0, but takes over from DOS completely after start-

ing. Also includes a completely revised user interface. 

Windows NT 4.0 

1996 Microsoft’s project for object-oriented Windows, and a successor to the 

“Daytona” release of Windows NT. For long this was the main OS for business 

applications.

MS Windows 98

1998 Windows 98 integrated Web Browsing gives your desktop a browser-like 

interface. You will ‘browse’ everything, including stuff on your local computer. 

Active Desktop allows you to setup your desktop to be your personal web 

page, complete with links and any web content. You can also place active 

desktop items, such as a stock ticker, that will update automatically. 

MS Windows ME

2000 Microsoft released Windows Me, short for Millennium Edition, which is 

aimed at the home user. The Me operating system boasts some enhanced 

multimedia features, such as an automated video editor and improved Internet 

plumbing. But unlike Microsoft’s Windows 2000 OS which offers advanced 

security, reliability, and networking features Windows Me is basically just an 

upgrade to the DOS-based code on which previous Windows versions have 

been built. 

Apple Mac OS X

2001 Apple Computer releases there new OS called Mac OS X. With the new 

look and feel of the Auqa UI, Apple refines the almost 20 year old look and feel 

of the classic GUI.
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MS Windows XP

2001 Microsoft releases Windows XP - the latest version of their Windows op-

erating system. Based on the NT series kernel, it is intended to bring together 

both the NT/2000 series and the Windows 95/98/ME series into one product. 

We jet have to wait for a newer GUI System. Still, all developments are based 

on the same principles from Dough Engelbart and XEROX.



1985 Windows Version 1

1981 XEROX Star 1983 Apple’s LISA

1985 Commodore Amiga Workbench V 1.0

1984 Apple Macintosh

1988 NeXT and NeXTstep
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2:2: Appearance of the Desktop-Metaphor in the Apple Macintosh OS

The recent changes on the visual appearance of the interface of the Mac OS 

has closely been linked to the ongoing changes in hardware technologies. 

Increased hardware standards are by name bigger screens, higher display 

resolution, more powerful computer memories, more powerful memory chips 

inside the graphic card and more random access memory.

E. g. 1984  512 by 384 pixels monitor-resolution, 1bit, were considered as the 

common standard, wheras in 2002 standard stocks of  1024 by 768, 1280 by 

1024 and 1600 by 1280, with 32 bit, alpha-channnels included, are reached.

Icons in the classical Mac OS applications are available in versions of 8 by 8 

pixels, 16 by 16 pixels and 32 by 32 pixels and are visually reduced to a high 

extent.

As the icons only use a limited set of colors, they appear to be jaggy. The 

black outline of the icon is emphasized to let the icon appear destinct from 

its background. Besides an 8-bit version, the classical systems supply a 4-bit 

and a 1-bit version for older computer monitors. 
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The apple standard 256-color palette with marked icon colors. Only the 

marked colors are used in the design of the system software icons .

Due to the limitations in color and display resolution standing by, the icon 

designers had to use straight lines or lines rotating in 45° increments for the 

best appearance.

The light source in all the Mac OS classic icons comes from the upper-left 

corner and the icon  shadow drops to the lower-right.

 

The default application icon uses the basic form of the tilted document shape. 

Apple advises all icon designers to integrat this form into the application icons 

for their product and combine it with a visual clue, that is a destinct sign for 

the application.

The hard-disk has a slight slight top-viewand a vanish-

ing point in the upper middle of the (notional) icon 

sqare.

The  folder with a slight top-viewand a vanishing point 

outside of the (notional) icon-square. The application 

folder is often combined with the destinct sign for the 

application, which is also used in the  application icon , 

for marking an icon family.

The document is represented by a piece of paper with 

the top-right corner folded down, a document created 

with a certain application is marked with the above 

mentioned icon-family clue.
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Preferences use the document-sign together with radio-

buttons frequently.

Extension-icons are represented by a puzzle piece 

(chooser extensions should look as much as possible like 

the devices they represent).

Control panels are represented by a square with a slider

For movable resource icons (e.g. fonts, keyboard layouts, 

sounds) the document icon in addition with a resource-

specific sign is used. 

Keyboard icons resemble the flag of a nation, the lan-

guage code of which is going to be used.

To give the user a feedback of his actions, the Mac OS classic icons indicate 

different states, if the user selects, opens, moves or copies the item.

Different icon modes employ a change of color and brightness.
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The trashcan-icon additionally displays if it contains items or not and perfoms 

a movement if it is emptied.

Icons should, in the designer´s view, be designed with worldwide use in mind.

“Localize”: if necessary the icon needs to be suited to the country’ s customs.

“Aqua offers a new photo-illustrative icon style - it approaches the realism of 

photography, but uses the features of illustrations to convey a lot in a small 

space”(GUIDELINES MAC OS X 2001, p.171). That´s how the new icon style is 

described in the Mac OS X guidelines.

The graphic limitations that “constrained designers to use a highly symbolic 

style” (GUIDELINES MAC OS X 2001, p.171) are no longer existant.

Mac OS X icons are optimized to be displayed on a 16 million color monitor. 

The Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines for Mac OS X don`t supply infor-

mation about the bit depth of the icons, but tested on the screen with several 

screen-resolutions the best performance of the icons is recieved with the 

highest available resolution. In addition to that, the new system uses alpha-

channels in the icon-set. Aqua icons are available in the sizes 16 by 16, 32 by 

32, 64 by 64 and 128 by 128 pixels and are able to be scaled without interme-

diate stages.
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In the icons of Mac OS X several different perspectives are used in order “to 

reflect how the objects would appear in reality. The varios perspectives are 

achieved by changing the position of the camera capturing the icon” (GUIDE-

LINES MAC OS X 2001, p.182). The direction of the light source in all icons 

comes from directly above, which is different to the previous is  the upper left 

corner, like in the earlier systems.

Application icons are supposed to look like they are 

sitting on a desk in front of the user. They have a slightly 

diminishing perspective.

Utility icons shall look as if they were on an notional shelf 

in front of the user. If the object is flat, it is attached to a 

(nominal) wall on which the shadow drops.

Three dimensional objects are viewed as sitting on the 

ground, with a shadow below. 

The perspective for toolbar icons is straight-on, with the 

shadow on the floor. They are, too, sitting on a nominal 

shelf. 

The icons are classified in icon-genres and -families.

The icon families are provided with a common visual clue, in case of the 

iTunes-family it is the three notes.

The Genres are application icons and non-

application icons. The application-icon 

genre has four sub-cathegories, which are 

user application icons, viewer, player and acessory icons, and utility icons. 
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Application icons are supposed to be colorfull and inviing, 

because they are too be used by the user more fre-

quently. They shall immediately convey the applications 

purpose.

Viewer, player and accessory icons shall be represented 

by the objects themselves in a “simplifi ed, idealized” way.

Utility icons appear in desaturated colors, most of the 

gray-scale colors are employed to give them “a more seri-

ous look”, because they are used “less often and not only 

for fun” colors are only added, when it is necessary to 

“communicate what the apps do”(guidelines p.177).

Sub-genres of the non-application genre are document 

icons, preferences, plug-in and hardware icons, remov-

able media and toolbar icons.

Preferences have a light switch on the left side and an 

icon-family clue on the right side.  

Plug-in icons are symbolized by a white-gray cube. On 

the fl at of the cube that is visible on the left, the icon-fam-

ily clue is depicted, on the righthanded fl at “ a plug-in-

specifi c image” (guidelines p.179).

pic: system preferences, iTunes preferences

The hardware icons show internal 

and external drives. The icons for the 

external hard disk are orange with a 

white blend and a small green light 

and provide “a region for an identify-

ing symbol (FireWire, SCSI and so 

on)”(guidelines p.180) which can be seen in the upper 

part of the icon. The icon for the internal hard disc shows 

a metallic box with certain details like an imprinting, a 

sticker, six screws and some slits which in the iTools net-

work disk icon are hidden under a blue marble-globe with 
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semi-circles on it. In the networkdisk and the external disk icon the external 

hard disk the same image of a hard disk is used, but in two different sizes.

The surfaces of the objects, that are depicted on the icons seem to be made 

of the materials  plastic, metal, glass and paper. 

Toolbar icons should, by advice in the Macintosh Human Guidelines, “empha-

size their outline form”. That means, that the icon shape of each icon is signifi-

cantly different from the one next to it. Toolbar icons have the straight-forward 

perspective, exept from the icons in the toolbar that are used elsewhere in 

the interface. E.g. the hard disk icon and the folder icon retain their top view 

perspective.

The behaviour of the new icons in the different states selected, opened, bee-

ing moved or copied, is realized by a change in thee gray dded colour level.

Major innovations in MAC OS X icons in comparison to the classic Mac OS 

system are the change of direction of the light source, the multiple icon per-

spectives and the invention of different icon genres. The type of the trash can 

beeing used is significantly different from the one in older systems. Addition-

ally the trash icon is automatically replaced by a sign for an eject-button, if 

some removable media is dropped into the trash. The puzzle-piece, repre-

senting the idea of plug-in extensions has been replaced by a cube.

 

Definitely the most stiking change is the introduction of the new photorealistic  

icon  style.



Macintosh OS System 7 and Macintosh OS X
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Chapter 3 
Research on the Recognizability of Computer-Icons

3.1 A web-based Survey

As already mentioned above, there has been severe criticism in the special 

press on the undertaken changes in the design of the Macintosh interface, 

some of the articles saying that the changes did not bring improvement but 

have caused a visual confusion and decreased the usability of the system.

To audit these negative statements and to have a basis for later icon designs, 

we decided to do a survey on the recognizability of the Mac OS X icons.

We seized the chance to publish the survey on a web-based format, because 

its decentral character enabled us to share the survey with an international 

audience. Additionally we thought that the a survey about a computer sign-

system should be displayed on screen. The questionnaire can be accessed 

under http://www.school-of-excellence.de/macosx/zeichensysteme in 

english, german an italian language. The data of the test-persons is sent to us 

by e-mail. 

To give you an impression, the following chapter contains a shortened de-

scription of the quesionnaire.

3.2 Structure of the Questionnaire

The questionnaire is divided into the three parts. Firstly we give some instruc-

tions for dealing with the questionnaire, followed by an inquiry for personal 

data and finally the  intrinsic questionnaire.

>>>

Instructions for Completing Questionnaire

Thank you for your willingness to participate in our research on the recognition 

of computer icons. Please read the instructions carefully before you begin.

Before you begin the questionnaire, please fill out the section on General Test 

Data.

In order to complete the rest of the questionnaire, you will need about 10-15 

minutes. Please note that we are interested in your spontaneous opinion; this 

questionnaire does not test the correctness of your answers.  Please 

answer the questions quickly (but not carelessly).
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Questionnaire

On the following pages, you will see 29 different examples of computer icons. 

For each example, there are 3 questions:

1. Describe the icon. Without thinking about it, write down what you see.

2. State the meaning of the icon. What do you think the icon means?

3. On a 7 point scale, indicate how certain you are of the meaning you have 

given to the icon by checking the appropriate box. The box in the middle 

shows that you are neither certain nor uncertain, with the squares on either 

side showing more or less certainty. Please check the box in the middle as 

less as possible.

It is important that you answer all three questions for all of the 29 icons.

Thank you for your cooperation and have fun! After answering all of the 29 

icons please press the senddata button and your results are send via the 

internet to ouer database.

The questionnaire on the Recognition of Computer Icons is now complete

To send the questionnaire, please click Send Data.
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The data will be collected and evaluated by students in the InterMedia degree 

program at the Fachhochschule Vorarlberg, Austria under the professional 

guidance of Prof. Dr. Martin Krampen, Dipl.-Des. (FH) Michael Kneidl and 

Heinz Hiltbrunner.

If you would like to be informed of the results of the questionnaire, please 

send your email address via the shown panel. This email panel is shown at the 

very end of your survey.

Thank you for taking time out of your day to answer this questionnaire.

Have a good day.
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3.3 Cover letter to the Partner-Universities of the FH Vorarlberg

The follwing cover letter has been sent to 32 Partner-Universities all over the 

world asking for there cooperation in this project. 

Dear ‘Name of Person or university’,

As a partner institution, we would like to ask for your help on a research 

project at our university.

Through the InterMedia program, we are conducting research on icon recog-

nition.  The purpose of our research is to better understand how people use 

icons in various contexts.  Our focus is to determine the level of understand-

ability concerning the icons used in the new Mac OS X operating system.

To collect data for our research, we have designed a questionnaire that 

can be accessed under http://www.school-of-excellence.de/macosx/

zeichensysteme/

The questionnaire does not require specialized knowledge.

As the contact person of a partner institution of the Fachhochschule Vorarl-

berg, would it be possible for you to inform your students about our project 

and encourage them to complete the questionnaire? It would be really helpful 

to us if at least 30 of your students were to complete the questionnaire within 

the next two weeks since we plan to begin our data analysis by the beginning 

of December.

Many thanks for your support and assistance.

Sincerely,

Pamela Watzal and Christoph Kapeller

(Students of the InterMedia Degree Program at the FH Fachhochschule  

Vorarlberg, joiming the course “signsystems” with Prof. Dr. Martin Krampen 

and Dipl. Des. Michael Kneidl)



Language Selection

The Questionare

Questions about the User

Send the Data

Instructions

Return Email
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3.4  Criteria of Analysis

Icon 1 - network configurations
+  globe, world
+  net, connections, junctions
() continents, America
() sea, ocean
() blue

Icon 2 - preview for pictures and pdf files
+  lens, magnifying glass
+  photographs of a child
() sea, ocean, snapshot
() description of the child, child looks cute

Icon 3 - console, displays or lists the processe and error 
messages that take place inside the computer. 
+  display / ticker typo
+  “warning”, words, letters, numbers
-   stock-market
-   airport

Icon 4 - software update application
+  bowl
+  two arrows attached to the bowl in a semi-circle
+  networks, junctions
() blue
-   globe
-   marble
-   recycling, circiuit

Icon 5 - appleshare network disk
+  hard disk, memory, external
+  the earth
+  junctions, networks
() grayscales, black and white
() America
() green light
-   scale
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Icon 6 - iDisc network disc
+  bowl
+  net, conjunktions
+  hard disk, memory, internal
() blue
-   the earth, globe
-   marbl

Icon 7 - sketch application, a tool to draw
+  (a pair of) compasses 
+  drawing
+  blueprint
() tape
-   pad for cutting paper
-   compass

Icon 8 - trash
+  trash
-   fl owerpot
-   foxglove

Icon 9 - internet connection for modem
+  the earth with a network on it
+  telephonebook, yellow pages
+  “WWW”- writing
+  telephone reciever
() yellow book
-   address-book, email-directory

Icon 10 - TextEdit
+  ball-pen
+  paper with text , second piece of paper, letter
() envelope
() handwriting
() fuzziness
() lined
() yellow
-   Sticky 
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Icon 11 - airport basestaion assistent
+  dinner jacket, tuxedo, bow-tie, shirt
+  disc, Airport Basestation, Apple-sign
-   tray for serving dishes with covering
-   UFO
-   cake, cookies

Icon 12 -internal harddisc drive 
+  internal
+  hard disk 
() green light 
() 6 screw
() sticker
-   boilerplate
-   CD-Rom drive

Icon 13 - external firewire harddisc drive
+  external
+  hard disk 
+  fire wire sign
() yellow box
() green light
() electronic widget
() graphic
-   sign for radioactive radiation
-    Y
-    signpost

Icon 14 - folder
+  folder
() blue
() transpartent
() with stripes / lines
-   news rack

Icon 15 - network utilities
+  radar-screen 
+  3 Apple iMacs, 3 monitors
() aligned in a triangle shape
() green
() concentric circles
-   crosshair
-   clock
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Icon 16 - latest system news from Apple
+  newspaper, upper right corner folded down, 
+  dog-ear

 

Icon 17 - sherlock serarch application 
+  hat of an english detective, (Sherlock Holmes)
+  lens, magnifying glasses
() loops

Icon 18 - stickies
+  three yellow stickies, Post-Its
+  (handwritten) notes
()  telephone number, shopping list, To-Dos
()  different colors
-   telephone directory

Icon 19 - calculator with display
+  calc
-   area in the right side of the keyboard

Icon 20 - cd-rom
+  CD-Rom
() CD-drive
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Icon 21 - disk utilities
+  hard disk 
+  stethoscope (listening)
() internal

Icon 22- finder, file viewer
+  smiling double-face, optical illusion
() point and strokes, two surfaces

Icon 23 - print monitor 
+  printer 
+  (printed) paper

Icon 24 - process viewer, shows all processes
+  screen
+  grid, graph, electrcardiogram-graph
() oszillograph

Icon 25 - assistent, helps to set up services 
+  tuxedo, bow tie, shirt
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Icon 26 - help application 
+  life-saving-ring, rope, gray-scales 
+  questionmark 

Icon 27 - system preference application 
+  light-switch
+  apple-computers sign
() four screws

Icon 28 - default application icon 
+  two sheets of paper
+  brush, pencil und ruler, (forming an  A)

Icon 29 - key cabs, showes keyboard layout 
+  Apple sign, command key sign
+  (command) key
() on a mac translucent
-   police-bluelight
-   flash of a photokamera



Assistent Service

Key Cabs Application

Stikies Application

Calculator Application

Folder

Process Viewer Application Textedit Application

Internal Harddisk Drive

Default Application Icon

Network Utility

CD-ROM Media

Help Application

Console Application

Finder Application

Printe Center Service

Appletalk Network  Disk

External Firewire Harddisk  Drive

Disk Utility Application
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3.5 Answer Mails 

The answers of the online questionare were  transmitted via email to us for 

further processing. The typical look of the incoming data can be viewed by 

example of mail number one: First there is the questionare numer, second the 

personal data of the user, third date and time and fourth the  data to each of 

the in. The data consists of icon number, image description, meaning and the 

certidude of the first two answers. All Data is separeted by a double colon.

Number 1/1

Personen Daten: englisch, Bournemouth University, Dorset, 39, w, os9, osx, , , 
, multimedia, e, English, English

Datum: Tuesday 27th of November 2001 03:41:17 PM

Icon_1: network on a globe showing the American continent :: Global network 
:: a

Icon_2: magnifying glass on snapshots :: magnify :: c

Icon_3: electronic text display of the kind you find at the airport :: Flight delay 
:: g

Icon_5: globe showing network and America sitting on a hard drive :: your 
world on the computer  :: b

Icon_6: globe showing network sitting on some kind of drive :: network ap-
plications on your computer :: d

Icon_7: compass on taped down blueprint :: drawing package :: c

Icon_8: trendy wastebasket :: wastebasket :: a

Icon_9: telephone receiver on a www phone book :: internet addresses :: b

Icon_10: pen and letter and envelope :: write a letter :: b

Icon_11: bow tie dinner jacket and something else - cake? :: no idea :: g

Icon_12: internal hard drive :: internal hard drive :: b

Icon_13: computer drive of some sort :: CD drive :: e

Icon_14: file :: file storage :: b

Icon_15: radar with mini imacs :: location of macs on an airport network :: b

Icon_16: newspaper :: news :: b

Icon_17: deer stalker and magnifying glass sherlock holmes style :: find :: b

Icon_18: stickies with notes on :: stickies :: b

Icon_19: calculator :: calculator :: b

Icon_20: CD :: CD :: a
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Icon_21: stethescope and internal hard drive :: disk doctor check :: a

Icon_22: two faces/one face optical illusion :: we\’re meeting you halfway :: b

Icon_23: printer with paper :: print :: b

Icon_24: cardioscope/oscillascope :: computer health :: f

Icon_25: bow tie and dinner jacket :: be smart! :: g

Icon_26: life belt :: are you drowning let me help you? :: b

Icon_27: light switch with apple logo - off :: switch off your computer :: b

Icon_28: paper with pencil brush and short ruler :: drawing package :: b

Icon_29: command key on a mac translucent :: press command :: b

Because of the type of questionare, where the user can write his thoughts in 

his owne words and his owne spelling it was difficult to develop a computer 

run data mining application. After some time developing a concept of a self 

running computer data mining application we decided that the return effort 

of developing an algorythem to classify the input was not given and changed 

sides in favour of a data mining  analysis by hand.

As a matter of facts this was a very time and energy consuming analysis. In 

future online questionar we should try to narrow down the possabilitys of 

answers or develope a computer application which does the data mining 

analysis for us. Part of ouer concept was a application with the possabilities of 

a spell cecker, a way to adjust capital and small letters and a way to quantifier 

the position of input (firstinput is more importante than second o third input).
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3.6 Evaluation Form

This is the conntent of the evaluation form each user had to fill out at first. 

After specifing ther language and university the user had to fill out some 

personal data like age, sex, waht computersystem they use, there typical 

computer usage and at last there ability of using a computer.

Content of the evaluation form

Language  

deutsch 

english

italiano

University

Alytus Business College

Appalachian State University, North Carolina

Arnhem Business Schools 

Bournemouth University, Dorset

Espoo-Vantaa Polytechnic 

Espoo Instiute of Business

Fachhochschule Konstanz 

Fachhochschule Darmstadt 

Fachhochschule Vorarlberg

Fachhochschule Würzburg-Schweinfurt

Galway - Mayo Instiute of  Technology

Hogeschool Drenthe, CB Emmen

Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft (FH) Dresden

Jyväskyla Polytechnic

Karel de Grote – Hogeschool, Antwerpen

KATHO, Katholieke Hogeschool Zuid-West-

Vlaanderen 

Kemi-Torino Polytechnic

Lappeenranta University of Technology

Linköping  University

Norwegioan University of Science and Technology, Trondheim

Mälardalens Högskola, Västeras

Manchester Metropolitan University

Provinciale Hogeschool Limburg, Hasselt

RMIT University, Melbourne

Technological Educational Institute of Heraklion
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University of Huddersfield

University of Surrey

University of Technology, Sydney

Wyzsza Szkola, Lodz

No Student

Personal data

Age:             __ __

Sex:    male   female

For the computer, I use the following operating systems:

Mac OS classic

Mac OS X

Windows 95 / 98 / ME 

Windows XP

Unix / Linux

I use the computer mainly for

Text Processing

Image Processing

Internet

Programming

Video

Audio

3D

Games

Book-Keeping

Multimedia

How would you describe your ability to use the computer

Beginner    _ _ _  _  _ _ _    Professional

Nationality

Mother-tounge
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The Data Analysis

Mail No. ____ Part A Question: Describe the Image

Icon number + ( ) -

1 ++
2 ++
3 ++
4 +++
5 +++
6 +++
7 +++
8 +
9 ++++
10 ++
11 ++
12 ++
13 +++
14 +
15 ++
16 ++
17 ++
18 ++
19 +
20 +
21 ++
22 +
23 ++
24 ++
25 +
26 ++
27 ++
28 ++
29 ++

+ correct 

The above mentioned object is visible on the icon-image and is important 

for the comprehension of the icon. The gray crosses in the second column 

indicate the number of elements that we consider necessary for comprehen-

sion. They get marked by the evaluationing person. The position of the cross 

provides information which element out of the evaluation-criteria list (see 

above) was termed.

() possible

Those elements are visible on the image, but are not considered as valuable 

information that is necessary for understanding the icons’ meaning.

- incorrect

The mentioned element is not visible on the image.
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Mail No. __ Part B Question: What do you think the image means?

Icon number Identified Analogously Not identified

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Identified

The test person has named the (more or less complete) name of the item, the 

icon referrs to. 

Analogously

The test person has not known the technical term for the item, the icon referrs 

to, but has measured what the item or application is about.

Not identified

The test person has not recognized the item or application. He or she does 

not know, what they are about.
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Mail No. ____ Part C  Question: Self-assessment 

  

certain uncertain

Icon number a b c d e f g

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Certain

Value a stands for the highest possible value - professional.

In value b and c the ability decresses a bit.

Value d stands for intermediat abilitys.

Uncertain

Value g stands for the lowest possible value - a novist.

In value f and e the ability increases a bit.
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Chapter 4
Results of the Questionare

4.1 Overall Statistic Data

The results are based on 19 answer-mails have been returned between no-

vember 2001 and jannuary 2002, thereof 13 sheets remained in the evaluation-

process. The answer-mails with the numbers 4, 7, 11, 13, 17 and 18 have not 

been evaluated, because the were incomplete in large parts. in the following 

month, after the official questionare was finished we got another 20 results via 

the web form which are not included in this report. 

Personal Data

Personal data of the persons, who took part in the survey in order of national-

ity:sub-cathegories from left to right: mother-tongue. sex, number of partici-

pants in the cathegory, age)

Participants sorted after University

Bournemouth University, Dorset  5

Alytus Business College   2

Fachhochschule Darmstadt  2

University of Huddersfield  1

Jyväskyla Polytechnic   1

Wyzsza Szkola, Lodz   1

No nomination    1

The participants were aged 19 to 39 years (one time no nomination). There of 

5 masculine and 8 female.
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Self-assessment of computer-literacy

The nominations are apportioned to values from –3 (Beginner) to +3 (Profes-

sional). The values ranged from awerage to professional user. Non of the parti-

cians set there self-assessment below average.

The numbers are

(3 x 0)  +  (4 x 1)  +  (3 x 2)  +   (2 x 3)  =  16

On a scale of possible extremums from –36 to 36, a score of 16 was attained. 

Continiously the participants assessed themselves in the middle or upper 

sector. 

The following computer operating systems are in use by the participants

1)Mac OS 9 and earlier    40,90 %

2)Win 95 / 98 / 2000 / ME   27,27 %

3)Mac OS X     22,73 %

4)Linux / Unix       9,09 %

Of the interviewed persons use the above mentioned operating systems (mul-

tiple nominations were possible in this survey).

The ancient operating systems (Mac OS 9 and earlier) and system by Apple 

Computers (MAc OS and Mac OS X) have been best known. Approx. 22,73 

% have already worked with Mac OS X. It is very likely that the persons in this 

group have already seen some of the icons, which are tested in our survey.
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Part A: Description of the Icon-Elements

By definition in our evaluation criteria, false nominations are nominations of 

entities wich are not visible on the icon-image. In the evaluation criteria, those 

nominations are marked with a red minus”-“.

The red numbers in the following figure tell the number of incorret nominations 

per icon. The higher tha vlaue of the number is, the higher was the rate of miss 

description.

Exept for a few icons there have not been many false nominations. Most of the 

participants in the survey have recognized the elements depicted in the icons.

It is important to be said, that we have chosen the biggest version of the icon 

(128 by 128 pixel - the smallest size would be 16 by 16 pixel). Our survey does 

not provide any information about the recognizability of the elements of the 

icons in smaller versions. Depending on the users screen resolution he has 

multiple choices variating from 16 by 16 to 128 by 128. There is no fix resolu-

tion as in earlyer OS versions -  icons are now scaled like vector graphics.
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Part B: Interpretation of the Icon

By the interpretation, the icons have come off as follows

From the given nominations the following data has been generated. Thereby 

for an incorrect interpretation the value –1 and for a correct answer the value 

+1 have been collated. Thereupon the total amount for each icon has been 

calculated. According to these values the following hierarchy can be com-

piled. Icon 4 has not been counted in the evaluation.

This chart visualizes the results from part B of the questionnaire (interpretation 

of the icon). Three groups of poor, medium and high recognizability can be 

constituted.
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A sub-division in abstract und representative icons can be undertaken

(PREIM 1999), whereby the representative icons depict the signified item, 

whereas abstract icons represent a more complicated item or an abstract 

idea.

Icons with relatively high Recognizability

Most of the icons which are included in this group are representative icons, 

which depict Desktop-entities or, respectively, their real world counterpart. 

Arising from their lower complexity, they are much easier to be conceived, 

than icons in the other two groups.

On most of the icons with high recognizability, only one or maximum two 

items are displayed. For the biggest deal well-known imagery, that has already 

been used in earlier versions of the Mac operating systems, is employed.

Medium and poorly recognizable Icons

The icons in this group picture complicated applications or abstract actions 

and  ideas.

Many of them are new entities, which have not been existant in the foregoing 

systems. Those were tried to symbolize with the combination of several items.

In comparison of part A and part B, it shows, that many of the participants in 

the survey could very well figure out  the solitary components of the image 

shown, but did not give the right interpretation of the icons’ meaning. 
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Part C: Self-assessment of the Correctness of the given Interpretation 

Für die Auswertung wurden Werte von +3 (sicher) bis (-3) vergeben.

Wieder wurde einen Gesammtsumme pro Icon gebildet und nach den erh-

altenen Zahlen eine Hierarchie gebildet.

email 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

wert 25 5 -6 0 -5 -6 4 29 22 23 # 12 13 30 8 16 35 28 36 29 24 19 29 -3 -4 21 21 23 -8

29  5 28  6 25 27 11

 1  2  13  3 15 23 22  9 1012 16 21 24

7 20 1426  8 17 18 19

13

10

 4

 9

 5

-5
-4
-3

 3
 2

-9
-8
-7

-11

-1

11
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4.3 The Results in correlation to each other

From the comparision of the different parts of the survey, certain interesting 

notices can be made.

In the figure above the three groups of well described, medium described and 

poorly described icons from part A are assigned to the values attained in the 

evaluation of part B. the scale of values in part B ranges from -11 for a false 

interpretation of the icon to 26 for a correct  interpretation.In comparison of 

part A and B it shows, that many of the participants in the survey could very 

well describe the solitary components of the image shown (icons on the right), 

but did not give the right interpretation of the icons meaning (values from -11 

to 5). This is especially true for the icons with a more complicated purpose, 

the so called abstract icons (definition see above).

E.g. Default Application Icon PIC is in the group on the left with the well 

described icons, but has got -9 in the interpretation part. That means, that 

though most of the people were able to name the icon elements, thei were not 

able to figure out the icons meaning.

 25

-15

 8

2911 3 6 5 25 24 7 2 15 12 13 16 22 26 27 9 10 28 21 18 20 1917142381

36
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Comparing part B and C, with some of the icons which have come off badly 

in part B (interpretation)  the participants judge themselves to be very shure 

about their (wrong) interpretation.

The upper icon-row shows the hierarchy of the icons established from the 

evaluation results of part B of the survey. At this  the icons on the lefthand 

side are the ones which have been interpreted correct most frequently. The 

lower icon-row has been ordered according to the results of part C. Hereby 

the scale ranges from certain on the left hand side to uncertain on the right. 

to show this in a concrete way every icon has been attached to a certain gray 

value. The two lines don´t process parallel, that means that the degree of 

certainty in the self-assessment has not been appropriate to the correctness 

of the interpretation.

This correlations can easily be visualized by linking the two together belonging 

icons with a straight line.

C)

B)

uncertain certain

poor recognition easy recognition

ideal

result

result
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